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Backpack 
“Outdoor Fishing”
Well designed and multi-use backpack.
In cooperation with our team anglers and experts, this 
highly functional backpack was designed with the modern 
angler in mind. The result was a backpack with a large 
packing volume, and numerous details of which include 
two large main compartments for multiple plastic-boxes, 
two zippered side pockets, two net pockets, and two com-
partments for transporting of broken down rods. Additio-
nally a thick back padding along with broad shoulder 
straps assure comfortable carrying. Decorative items are 
not included in with the backpack.
Tip: Ideal for Plastic-Boxes 8712 006, 8713 009 and 
8714 004
Material: 100% polyester

Outdoor/Fishing Backpack 
“More Space Pro 35+5L”
A good fit and a cooler back – designed for anglers
With the “More Space 35-5L” Backpack, you can main-
tain a cool back during your angling excursion. This Out-
door- and Angler Backpack was equipped with many 
compartments and places to attach items, specially 
tailored to the needs of anglers.
The carry-system with netted back and shock absorbing 
steel frame, creates a space between the backpack and 
the packer’s back. Soft meshed padding in the shoulder 
straps along with hip pads assures a comfortable contact 
to your back. This backpack is well equipped starting with 
a large main compartment and including a holder for rods.
Material: 100 % Nylon 

Equipment:
• Large main compartment
• Outer cover with compartment
• Two large side compartments
• Two rod holders on the sides
• A holder for rod-stands etc.
• Additional straps and grommets

Backpack “Outdoor Fishing”
Item-No. Size

 8952 002 43 x 35 x 25 cm

Outdoor/Fishing Backpack „More Space Pro 35+5L“
Item-No. Size

 8952 004 60 x 35 x 24 cm
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